Toyota Launches Sports Accessories Range
28 November 2002
A bespoke range of sports accessories has been launched by Toyota for MR2 Roadster, Celica,
Yaris T Sport and RAV4 models. Available at Toyota dealerships nationwide, the sports
accessories range allows customers to personalise their Toyota with body kits and unique
interior finishes with prices starting from as little as £20.
True sports car enthusiasts are now able to enhance the MR2 Roadster’s already strong road
presence with twin exhausts, rear bumper extensions and a choice of two rear spoilers from
around £800. In addition, lowering springs from £167 give a firmer ride for maximum driving
enjoyment. A range of chrome accessories are also available with a choice of styling bar, fuel
cap surround, scuff plates, interior surrounds and vent control rings.
Celica customers also have a choice of body kits including front and side skirts from £400 and
a choice of two rear spoilers from £170, which add to the Celica’s dramatic profile. Twin
exhausts from £456 give a racy appearance with extra output resonance, while the addition of
17-inch alloy wheels and lowering springs mean the Celica can hug the ground even closer.
Sports accessories on MR2 Roadster and Celica are suitable for both 2000 model year and
2003 model range.
RAV4 customers can choose from a range of sports accessories including a sports rear spoiler
priced from £153, unique 16 or 17-inch alloy wheels starting from £640, an integrated grille
and bumper mesh insert from £237, as well as front spats with integrated spot lights from
£257.
Younger customers aspiring to the 1.5-litre Yaris T Sport image are now able to drive a
standard Yaris with the latest sports accessories and yet still enjoy affordable insurance
grouping.
The Yaris body kit includes front and rear sports spoilers and side skirts available from £390,
while a choice of two designs of 15-inch alloy wheels are available from £377. Lowering
springs from £138 give a firmer ride while a polished chrome tail pipe from £20 delivers the
finishing touch.
2003 Sports Accessories Price List*
RRP inc VAT**
MR2

●
●
●

Chrome interior surrounds - From £165
Twin exhaust system - From £456
Chrome styling bar - From £329

Celica
●
●
●

Front skirts - From £170
Side skirts - From £230
Rear spoiler - From £170

RAV4
●
●
●

Front spats with spotlights - From £257
Sports front grille - From £113
Twin exhaust 3 or 5-door - From £438

Yaris
●
●
●

Chrome tail pipe - From £20
Side skirts (primered) - From £190
Sports lowering springs - From £138

* Please refer to your local Toyota dealer for full Sports Accessories retail price list
**All prices exclude primer, painting and fitting
The Toyota Sports Accessories range will grow with a bespoke range of sports accessories for
Corolla, developed by Toyota Motorsport, planned for early 2003. All Toyota Sports
Accessories are Toyota approved products, so customers can be assured they are designed
and made to the same high levels of quality and performance for which Toyota is renowned.
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